This paper deals with certain inequalities about the Lp modulus of continuity, and some properties of the Fourier coefficients of functions in the Lipschitz spaces A£?. The inequalities are similar to those recently obtained by Garsia.
0 < x, < 27t), then we write/ E LP(T"), and <¿p(f; h) is defined as above except the integration is over T". The first part of the paper consists of results that are similar to and extend some inequalities of Garsia [2] , and in the second part we shall establish a general theorem about Fourier coefficients of functions satisfying 0)
ii/L!M = ii/ii, + [jT -^r dt) <°°'
where a > 0, 0 < q < oo, 1 < p. If q > 1 and 0 < a < 1, the above is a norm for the familiar Lipschitz spaces Apq [5] , [6] . For notational convenience we will retain the symbol Apaq to denote the class of all/for which (1) is finite, even if 0 < q < 1 and a > 1.
These results can be viewed as a generalization to Apq of Szasz's theorem [7,, p . 243] which says that 2\f(v)\y < oo if / E A0 and y > 2/(1 + 2a), 0 < a < 1. For y = 2/(1 + 2a), the above series may diverge, and our results will, in particular, single out the spaces Apq for which convergence at the critical index 2/(1 + 2a) occurs. Garsia's theorem [2] on absolute convergence also appears as a special case.
the proof of Theorem 1 in [4] , In the periodic case/ G LP(T"), we have the same inequality with 0 < X < 277-. If in addition fT*fdx = 0, then we obtain, o > P, This is not explicitly stated in [4] , but the proof of (3) is the same as the proof of Theorem 1 of [4] with the choice X = 2ir. If we let q -h> oo in (3) we obtain the «-dimensional version of one of Garsia's theorems [2, p. 87 ]. Remarks, (i) Garsia uses for the periodic 1-dimensional case (ii) Let Ty. Lp -» Lp be a sequence of linear operators such that ||7]/|| < Ap|| f\\p for each/ (Tj could be a truncated singular integral operator [5] ). If Tjf is continuous, it follows from Theorem 1 that \Tjf(x) -Tjf(y)\ < Apfo \x-y\ wp ",Vl T) A+n/p dr, and hence ( Tjf] is equicontinuous for all / £ Ap'/p. Garsia's theorem [2, p. 86] is concerned with the case Tjf = y'th partial sum of the Fourier series of/.
3. For the remainder of the paper we will restrict ourselves to n = 1 and the 277-periodic case. For/ E L1 let/ -2Zcye'"x be the Fourier expansion of/. It will be useful to consider fractional differences of/, i.e., for y > 0, let Atf(*)-ï(-VJ(])f(x-Jh). Proof. We choose a<y<a+l/ff.
We proceed as in the proof for Theorem 2, and since p' < q, 2 |"| Kl } <| 2 l"l Kl < ^ A7 ■ |^<77/2/l J I \v\<ir/2h ' Again we wish to estimate 2|"|<,r/-2Ji'|,0+1|C|.l*' and f°r that purpose we write |"|9«+i = |y|w|p|«°+1-w. Then llallí / 1 \«-w+l llallí = A 2 |"|' K|<^-^-(^j |H<t/2A "
As before we integrate with respect to h and apply Lemma 1.
4.
In this section we compare the above theorems with known results, and we will give examples showing that the exponents of |p|, i.e., q(\/p' + a) -1 if 0 < q < p', and qo if p' < q < oo, cannot be interchanged.
(i) Garsia's result on absolute convergence [2, p. 88] is Theorem 2 with q = 1, a = \/p. Also note that Theorem 2 includes p = 1, a case not treated in [2] .
(ii) If we let/j = p' = 2 and a = 2/(1 + 2a), then Theorem 2 gives {2Kr},/?<^n/L:2)?.
It is of interest to recall here Szasz's theorem [7,, p. 243] , which says if / G A0> 0 < o < 1, and ß > 2/(1 + 2a), then 2|cJ^ < oo, but not necessarily for ß = 2/(1 + 2a). The above inequality singles out the Lipschitz space for which convergence at the critical index occurs.
(iii) Under the hypothesis of Theorem 2, we show now that the left side cannot be improved to S|»'|?''|c(,|'? < oo as Theorem 3 may lead one to expect.
We let in log n /(*) = 2 ^77 e-G A0 [7" p. 197 ]. For ß = a/2, it is easily checked that/ G A2,1, but 2Z\v\ß-a~i/2 = oo. 
